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This morning we kick off our stewardship campaign.  Today give my Sermon on the Amount.  I 
equate this day with Easter because each year it gets more difficult to write a message.  I mean, 
you can only write so many UU resurrection stories and likewise you can only write so many 
stewardship messages. It is that time again when the Stewardship Committee knocks at my office 
door. That old feeling comes back in the pit of my stomach, the same one that plagued my senses 
when my mom came after me with a pair of tweezers to remove a deeply imbedded splinter. It 
will be very painful… I know that they are coming, as they made an appointment, but in the 
spaciousness of my office there is nowhere to hide. The dialogue begins. “Stewardship Sunday is 
coming up, what will your message be?” response, under an inaudible groan, is the same every 
year. “Of course,” I reply smiling. But I don’t mean it. I ask myself what can I do this year that is 
dramatic, moving, fun, spiritual, instructive, off the wall motivating and will make every member 
of my congregation want to cash in their stocks and bonds, empty their savings, re- mortgage 
their homes, pilfer their kids piggy banks and give all they have, especially their first born, to this 
worthy congregation? Every year I swear I have run out of ideas and consider a sermon such as 
this; “We need money. Please search your consciences and consider your pledges to this church, 
for coming year.” End of sermon, to be followed by 20 minutes of silent meditation!  Don’t 
worry, that is not going to happen! Granted UU’s are terrible at asking for money. We offer no 
celestial real estate as a reward, or solicit indulgences which I have thought of doing. 

Over the past few decades, I have led a number of non profit organizations and we all have had 
the same idea. “Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we had all the money we needed and the Pentagon 
had to hold garage sales!” Obviously, that is not the case!  Let me tell you a story of a 
congregation that experienced such an impossible dream, as told to me by a former minister of 
that congregation. The church at Shelter Rock on Manhasset, Long Island was just like any other, 
struggling with a yearly budget that tended to slip off the deep end of their solvency margins by 
the end of their fiscal year.  

 During a regular meeting of their Finance Committee, as they were preparing for their pledge 
drive, a member suggested they crack the old safe and examine the contents.   Inside they found 
a bunch of outdated stock certificates given by a parishioner many years prior. The certificates 
had been locked up and forgotten. Upon an initial examination it was determined they were 
worthless. However they decided to check them out anyway, just in case. It was a good move as 
they were still active stock certificates in Mobil and Exxon and determined to be worth 10.5 
million. The congregation rejoiced, they finally had all the money they could ever need and 
more! In their excitement they began filling volunteer positions with paid staff for just about 
everything; from program planning to volunteer coordinators, accountants, secretaries, 
musicians, office managers, fulltime sextons, pot luck organizers. you name it. 

 Now, the congregation could merely come to church, and reap the rewards of the Sunday service 
with all the amenities, décor and musicians money could buy, with no other obligations at all to 
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share in the chores of making the church run smoothly. It was all paid for. A dream come true. 
Strangely attendance began to fall, members became distant from one another, a general feeling 
of disassociation and malaise settled into the congregation. Something had to be done, but what? 
They had everything they ever envisioned. What happened…?  After a series of congregational 
meetings and cottage sessions it was revealed that their active ownership for the mission and 
purpose of the church was missing. The congregation discovered that their sense of community 
was seriously jeopardized and something had to be done to change the depressed atmosphere that 
permeated their numbers. 

 After much discussion and agonizing, the Shelter Rock congregation voted to pull the money 
out of their budget and create a foundation named after the original donor of those rescued stock 
certificates, given by Carolyn Veatch in 1952, which would offer grants to innovative projects 
applied for by other UU Congregations. The Board of Governors of the Veatch Program are 
elected members of the Unitarian Universalist Congregation at Shelter Rock.   

 Once the decision was made and the Foundation was established as separate from the Shelter 
Rock church, and their budget returned to the normal struggles of maintaining the congregation 
with a majority of parish members taking on the work and the responsibility, the atmosphere 
reverted back to that of a happy and unified community.  I am not saying that I wouldn’t love for 
us to have that problem, of more money than we would know what to do with, at least just once. 
What I am saying is that the meaning and the purpose of this congregation is not grounded in 
how much money we can accumulate, rather it is about the members taking ownership. The 5th 
principle, “The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our 
congregations and the society at large.” suggests that the funds we have to spend for our 
programs and services and how we spend it is our tangible, living identity. 

That is why we are here and we need each and everyone, not only to give, but to reap the rewards 
that hard work offers. Massaging our spiritual selves only has meaning when it is attached to 
something real, alive and responsive. Here at All Faiths, from those behind the scenes that park 
cars, do the cleaning, fix the drippy toilets, the hours put in to plan this canvas, agonize over the 
finances, plan pot lucks, make coffee every Sunday, organize fundraisers, make the music 
happen, care for the sick, teach our children and reach out to the larger community, Operation 
joy, McGregor Clinic, planning auction, justice marches, offering programs, rolling the 
incredibly cumbersome trash barrels all the way to the curb each week... to name a few are all 
giving until it hurts; a part of the team called All Faiths. Yes, we need money but as the 
experience at Shelter Rock teaches us, we need you more, to be an active part of how we use our 
resources, according to your consciences as demonstrated by the democratic process which we 
utilize make all of our decisions and to determine the course of our future.   

Lately, I have felt that the darkness might overtake the light. There is so much going on that 
brings darkness to our world and troubles me. You will, undoubtedly, be making your own 
mental list or version. I am troubled by military threats and counter threats. I am troubled by the 
destruction of our environment. I am troubled by the refugees fleeing death and destruction in 
their own lands who have nowhere to go because all other borders are closed to them. I am 
troubled by the number of young men of color who end up trapped in a criminal justice system 
that seems perfectly willing to toss them in prison for decades. I am troubled by the number of 
teenagers who contemplate suicide and even more troubled by those who ultimately die by 
suicide. I am troubled by an economic system that continues to favor the wealthy and 
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disadvantage all others. I am troubled by those who reject science and call it faith.  I am troubled 
by those who harm their neighbors and call it patriotism.  I am troubled by those who shout hate 
and call it freedom.  I am troubled by my own reaction to what I do not understand and what I 
cannot accept. 

I sometimes feel that these troubles are magnified in the area of the country we live in. I’ve told 
you before that this was why I decided to keep my ministry in the south.  All Faiths was just one 
of the opportunities for me in 2017.  I wanted to be here.  Not only because this is an awesome 
congregation, but because UU ministry, leadership, and action is sorely needed here.  We are the 
liberal voice of the south.  Our light needs to shine especially here. 

We have been through a lot of darkness lately. It can seem as though we are living in a near-total 
eclipse of the light. The light is not gone, it’s just that we can’t always see it.  Sometimes, I need 
a strong reminder that even when it seems that darkness has blotted out the light, light still shines 
brightly, just in ways that we cannot always see or feel.  

Perhaps the message that we need this morning, this stewardship Sunday. Is a reminder that the 
light we seek, the light we crave, the light we cannot live without, is not somewhere else. It is 
right here. We are the light. We were not made in darkness for darkness. We were made to shine, 
and to shine brightly. It is our responsibility, to shine – even when the darkness surrounding us 
threatens to blot out all our light. Unitarian Universalism calls us to sustain the light.  That is 
why we are here.  

We are unique expressions of the one light. Not just any light, but the light of the universe. The 
stars in the sky are remnants of the Great Radiance or the Big Bang or the breath of God or 
dependent co-arising, or whatever name you give the moment of beginning. Chaos compressed 
itself into something so tiny that it could not withstand its own pressure and it exploded. It threw 
out all its matter and all its energy and all its light, and Bam! things started happening in a big 
way. We who are sitting here today are the result of that Great Beginning. We are made of the 
dust and debris, the light and the energy, of that explosion. We are the light of the universe. You 
might not think so on any given day, especially a day when the darkness all around us, or 
perhaps within ourselves, threatens to blot out our very special flame and glow. But, dear ones, 
the good news is that the light shines even in the darkness. Your light shines. Your light shines 
through the darkness. 

Jesus tells us that we are misguided if we put our light under a barrel. No, we are commanded to 
let our light shine. Let our light shine because that is who and what we are. Let our light shine 
because the world needs all the light shining that it can get. Let it shine because when we shine 
and when we are the light of the world, we are a testament to the power of the One Light that we 
all – ALL – share. 

Marianne Williamson reminds us that what we may fear is just exactly how true and how 
important it is that any one of us, and everyone one of us, can change the world. You can change 
the world with your light when you don’t hide it under a bushel basket and when you don’t play 
small or shrink away from what you can accomplish. She says that we are brilliant, talented, 
gorgeous -and, we are. And we are still so much more than that. 

How? How can I change the world with whatever inner light I am able to let shine? Our light is 
like love. A little bit makes more. You don’t lose it by giving it away, you increase the light in 
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others when they see you shine. When you make a commitment to this congregation to make the 
light brighter. We are not in danger of running out of light. We are only in danger of forgetting to 
shine, forgetting to sustain the light. We can light up the world when we shine together. Too 
much to ask? NO. When we fail to let our light shine, we suffer from the inside out and the world 
is the poorer and maybe a bit darker. 

The burden is upon us. The stewardship and finance committees must have an idea as to how 
much we will receive so the budget for next year beginning April 1 can be created; so we will 
know what we have to work with, to keep the building functioning, to plan our staffing, our 
services and programs. To foster what we believe in here in the community. How much to give 
and how to give is a grave matter of conscience, culminating in a democratic process that is of 
benefit not only to us, but to the community at large.    I am deeply grateful to those who have 
come forward and given their time and their money. I am even more grateful to those who did 
give until it hurt, for that is how we know for sure what a true commitment really means. I would 
like to conclude with these words once again by John Wolfe:  

“You want to support a UU church because it can laugh. Because it stands for something in a day 
when religion is still more concerned with platitudes than with prejudice and war. You want to 
support it not because it buys you some insurance policy towards your funeral service, but 
because it insults neither your intelligence nor your conscience, and because it calls you to 
worship what is truly worthy of your sacrifice. There is only one reason for joining a Unitarian 
Universalist church: to support it!” 

May it be so. 


